
ATEXOR Case Study

SEMIC LED-1 with IECEx, KCS & NEPSI Certifications 

A unique Ex-luminaire for the semiconductor industry

Teaming up with a new customer, Atexor Ex-lighting Solutions creates the SEMIC 
Ex luminaire for gas unit cabinets. The journey was challenging, but experience 
and determination allowed the project team to shine and succeed.   



These Ex-certified cabinets deliver gases and chemicals to 
semiconductor production lines. The cabinets need to be 
checked multiple times every day. Servicing these cabinets is 
a tricky business because of the explosion hazards and the 
very tight working space. 

“This was going to be an interesting and demanding 
challenge,” says Jukka Viitasalo, head of Atexor Ex-Lighting 
Solutions team. “We immediately started to collect the 
customer specifications and requirements.

“Our R&D team has very extensive experience,” notes Pilvi 
Mäntylä, Key Account Manager at Atexor. “We 
know what works and what doesn’t, and this experience 
helps us to understand which technologies fit to different 
needs and applications.”

A new customer came with a steep challenge: 
they urgently needed a new, robust (including a 
T6 rating) Ex-light for gas unit cabinets used in 
semiconductor production. 

With more than 35 years of working in the Ex-lighting 
industry behind us, it’s not every day we at Atexor get 
surprised. But this time, a new industry and a new customer 
gave us a real  challenge, and we are grateful for it.

The semiconductor industry customers needed urgently a 
totally new type of lighting solution for their very special 
needs. “We didn’t have much to go on at first,” recalls Silvia 
Peltoniemi, Sales Manager at Atexor. “The request was for a 
small, compact luminaire that can meet very high standards 
and be ready for mass production in a few months.”

We were used to fast development projects, but this 
was extreme even for us. To make this happen, we knew 
we needed 110% investment on our part and extra close 
cooperation with the customer.

SLAM FIXED®  Semic machine lamp and gas cabinet 



SLAM FIXED® Semic LED-1
• Long life cycle with a reduced need for maintenance
• Safe, sufficiently strong but glare-free LED light with the 
SafeEye® feature and over 90 CRI rate
• Certified both for fixed and portable use
• Exceptionally light-weight for easy installation
• Hit-proof light tube made from antistatic polycarbonate 
and aluminum end caps.
• Ingress protection IP68
• T6 temperature rating
• Pre-prepared, adaptable installation kit – easy to install
• IECEx & KCS & NEPSI
• The certificates comply with IEC 60079-28 (“op is”)

It was a very intensive project with daily communications. 
Mobile apps and social media tools allowed us to stay in 
close touch with the entire team.
 
“This was much deeper cooperation than what I have seen 
before,” adds Jukka Viitasalo, head of Atexor 
Ex-Lighting Solutions team. “We shared many 
experiences together with the customer.”

The project continues: every day brings something new. 
The fast-paced high-tech industry is very different from 
the rough, dirty applications in the oil and gas sector, yet 
we are adjusting and adapting quickly with determination 
and hard work.

SLAM FIXED®  Semic
endurance test with  2 x 50 units. 

If you would like to learn more about the SEMIC luminaire 
and our other solutions for confined spaces, please visit our 
website www.atexor.com or contact us directly.

Atexor was the only supplier who could meet all 
the requirements, including a complete testing 
program and mass production capability at our 
own facilities.

The new SEMIC LED-1 luminaire is truly unique. 
There’s nothing else quite like it. It is certified as 
both a fixed and portable Ex luminaire with power 
cable.
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ATEXOR OY Tel: +358 20 734 3250 info@atexor.com www.atexor.com

Atexor Oy has 35 years of experience in designing and developing ATEX & IECEx lighting and power supply 
solutions. In cooperation with the customer, Atexor finds the most economical solution, without compromising any safety 
elements. We are known for our ability to solve customers’ hazardous area challenges on demanding time schedules. 

Atexor is part of Teknopower Group - Expert in demanding lighting systems. The group has subsidiaries and offices in 
Sweden, Russia, United Kingdom, Poland, United Arab Emirates, India, Malaysia and United States of America.


